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Abstract: Spectrum sensing scheduling is one of key interests in cognitive radio networks. In this paper, our main objective is to find a good sensing scheme which provides more spectrum access opportunities for secondary users without interfering the primary users of the licensed network. More importantly, we have developed a sensing algorithm which can reduce the sensing overhead. As a result, this paper has been focused on the scheduling sensing algorithm which reduces the sensing overhead. This method can improve the transmission time on each channel.
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1. Introduction

Cognitive radio networks have attracted considerable amount of attention in recent years [7],[8],[9]. There are many fields of researching in this area such as: scheduling sensing, optimal sensing, spectrum handoff... This paper will focus on a method of scheduling sensing.

On the secondary network (SN) of cognitive radio network (CRN), each secondary user must detect opportunistic spectrum usage to transmit data. Spectrum sensing, an important requirement in cognitive radio network, enables unlicensed users to adapt to the environment by detecting unused spectrum partition without causing interference to the primary network. However, it has been equipped with only one radio interface. It can’t sense while transmitting data and otherwise. Detecting opportunities by sensing, it must incur during time transmission. Therefore, there is strong competition between spectrum sensing time to find idle chances of each channel and transmission time. There are several well-known PHY-layer detection methods such as energy detection, matched filter and feature detection [3],[4],[5] have been proposed as candidates for the PHY-layer sensing. On the other hand, the MAC-layer sensing determines which channel must be sensed and how to allocate channel fairly.

The concept of spectrum handoff in cognitive radio networks (CRNs) is a method choosing another channel which collects efficiently spectrum holes. In 2008, H.Kim and K.G.Shin proposed the optimization of the sensing period in each channel [2]. In this study, authors prosed the reactive sensing method and proactive sensing method. Then, they found an optimization method in order to maximize the discovery of spectrum opportunities. In [2], proactive and reactive sensing method were discussed with Queueing Theory to provide a queuing network model of the primary and secondary networks.

In this paper, we review on two methods reactive sensing and proactive sensing scheduling. After that, we find an algorithm to enhance the overhead sensing on each channel.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the network model and the assumptions. Section 3 presents advantages and disadvantages of two method reactive sensing and proactive sensing schedule. Then we proposed the hybrid method of sensing scheduling. Section 4, we present the simulation result of the model. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Network topology

This paper assumes that a group of SUs forms a single-hop wireless SN interfering or cooperating with the transmission range of which there are no other SNs interfering or cooperating with the SN. While an SU is transmitting, other SUs must be silent. In this model, we just focus on status of one SU which is sensing and transmitting on N channels with bandwidth W. we assume that every SU in the SN is equipped with a unique antenna that can be tuned to any combination if N consecutive licensed channels. In addition, this paper also assume that all SUs in an SN should participate in sensing a channel at the same time for each scheduled measurement period to enhance the detection of PU signals even. Sensing information will be collected and coordinated by base station (BS). So that, all cognitive functions are centralized and maintained by BS.

This paper focuses on scheduling sensing of each SU to avoid interference from PUs and get more opportunities transmitting data. In traditional method, SU must periodically sense on each current operating channel. When the current channel conditions are worse or PU appear and reclaim the channel, SUs need to stop transmitting data and find other opportunities on available channels to continuously transmit data.
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In this paper, we focus on the reactive sensing method and proactive sensing schedule method. Then we propose the better algorithm to get the spectrum holes.

3. Proposed mechanism

In this section, we review two kinds of sensing schemes in the literature including reactive and proactive sensing scheduling. Then, we propose a novel scheme in which we consider about reducing the sensing overhead.

3.1. Reactive sensing scheduling

In [2], logical channel is defined by a pool of available channels which are discovered by sensing. And the home channel [2] is the term which represents a licensed channel which is merged into the logical channel and being utilized by SUs.

In this paper, we assume that when the bandwidth requires on the SN. An SU must sense more than one channel to find more opportunities to transmit data. In the reactive sensing method, each SU transmits on an available channel with transmission time $T_o$ until the channel is reclaimed by PUs. It will sense sequentially another channel to find an available channel. Each sensing on the channel $i$, it takes $T_i$ time. This is the time SU wasting for sensing. This method is also called on-demand sensing.

The advantages of this method are easy for sensing and low cost for sensing time. The logical channel in this method is only one available channel. An SU can not detect available channels when transmitting data. Therefore, SUs can not seek more bandwidth from just a single home channel. With more home channels in a logical channel, a SU can transmit data with higher data rate. Reactive method also uses the period sensing time $T_p$ if all channels are busy. After $T_p$ time, the sensing will be continued on the first channel. Because the SU is often bound by hardware constraints so that it can only take a fixed number of samples at a time. In this work, the value of $T_1$ is given as 1ms [6], while the length of $T_p$ can be changed, which reflects variable sensing schedules. Likewise, due to many higher-layer concerns such as coordination and synchronization, often only a set of discrete $T_p$ values are allowed in a practical system. For example, in 802.22 WRAN, $T_p$ value may only take values that are multiples of a MAC frame size 10 ms.

3.2. Proactive sensing scheduling

In [4], the authors prosed the method proactive sensing to discover more idle channels. In this method, each channel should be sensed periodically with its own sensing period time $T_s$. Although the period sensing is performed on every channel independently, the concurrent sensing of N channels must be schedule random to not occur. Proactive sensing is performed by periodic sensing and on-demand sensing [2]. Period sensing process will be occurred after $T_j^p$ on channel i. If on an available channel i, the transmission is interrupted by reclaiming of PU, on-demand sensing will be started sequentially another channel to find an available channel. The benefit of proactive sensing is that it can find other available channels when it is transmitting and be faster than reactive sensing. The logical channel will have more available channels at one time. Therefore, SU can transmit packets with higher data rate. However, proactive sensing scheduling has a trade-off between sensing time overhead and opportunities transmission time.

Give $T_{off}$ is the idle time on channel $i$, $T_i^p$ is the transmission time. The maximum $T_i^p$ is calculated in (1).

$$T_i^p = T_{off} - kT_i^p$$

while $k$ is times of sensing in the idle time

$$T'_{off}$$

Fig. 1 The illustration of idle time

3.3. Hybrid sensing scheduling

All originality of the proposed mechanism lies in this part of the paper. In proactive sensing, we was taken account to the times of sensing in the idle duration. Because all in the sensing period, SU can’t transmit data or interrupt transmit data to sensing. In proactive sensing, the sensing still occurs again and again although channel 1 is idle. It wastes much time for sensing.

![Fig. 2 Hybrid sensing scheduling](image)
From (1), we state that when SU discovers idle channel, the transmission will be start and stop sensing demand. This way can be improve the transmission time and not interrupt SU. It is combined from reactive sensing scheduling and proactive sensing scheduling. When the channel is reclaimed by PU, the period sensing will be started again. The period sensing process just demands on each channel when this channel is occupied by PU. The expected transmission time is given by equation (2)

\[ T_{e}^{i} = T_{off}^{i} - T_{f}^{i} \tag{2} \]

4. Simulation and numeric results

For the performance evaluation proposed in this paper, we were implemented in a discrete event simulator. We simulated 3 random channels with three types of sensing scheduling. We assumed that each sensing times takes 3ms and the period sensing on each channel takes 10ms. In this simulation, We summed all the transmitting time in the logical channel. Fig 3 shows that total transmission time in hybrid sensing is better than proactive and reactive sensing (testing time is 100000ms).

![Fig. 3 Transmission time with reactive sensing/proactive sensing/hybrid sensing](image)

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed about sensing scheduling in-band spectrum sensing of IEEE 8.2.22 standard. We propose the hybrid sensing scheduling which combines reactive sensing schedule and proactive sensing schedule. This method minimizes sensing overhead on each channel. However, in this paper we didn’t care the optimization period sensing and handoff sensing sequence. These parameters also lead to increase sensing overhead.
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